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A MISSION ON EARTH
Beloved and beloved. For millennia there have always been advanced beings who
have offered to bring Light to planet Earth. These beings have been called by
different names: prophets, bodhisattvas, missionaries, seers, mediums, patriarchs,
etc. Beings who give their oracles encouraging human beings to awaken to the
Light, and align with the Divine Plan. And it turns out that through the millennia the
fundamental message has always been and is the same. Encourage humanity to
tune in to their evolutionary path. Those Beings lent themselves to be transmitters
between heaven and earth. Today, in popular jargon, these Beings are called
Commanders or Ascended Masters. Although this planet has welcomed spiritual
patriarchs who are on Earth from the earliest origins of the planet. Behind every
religion that has been established on Earth, one finds them as members of an
internal hierarchy that serves Humanity. The Central Celestial Government has
never been without human representation on this planet. Every new movement or
revelation that develops into a program of teaching and evolution has always been
generated in the heart of an individual soul wholly and completely centered on the
Universal Father, and has always represented his motives and purposes. As
Humanity became involved in pacts with the involutionary forces, religions
proliferated and many of them were contaminated by materialistic influences,
causing a great discrepancy of ideas, since the teachings left by those patriarchs
were distorted over time. The result of this are the thousands of religions that reside
on planet Earth. None agree with others, which has caused many wars and
confusion of ideas. Little by little he lost the message of love and unity and that
caused a lot of discord. Those founders were hierarchical incarnations that
repeatedly appeared on Earth to lead humanity on a spiritual quest in the
evolutionary spiral. Now in these times a great flow of hierarchical representatives
has arrived on Earth who have already shown themselves and are enlightening the
planet about the historical truths of the earth and about the course that human
beings should follow in these times in which the humanity will be subjected to the
great test. This cycle that began in 2012 is very special in the spiritual evolution of
Humanity, because the representatives of the Divine Plan are many, and the truth
will flow like a river when the false teachings given by the involutionary forces are
recognized as impostors by the peoples. in general. There is now a great
acceleration taking place within the heart of Humanity, because of the light that
shines within each human being. Enlightened souls will no longer have to hold their
tongues or hide their wisdom. A powerful energy is flowing from the Great Central
Sun causing the heart of every human being to surrender to its spiritual impulses.
Much has been said about the trials and tribulations that you will have to go through
in this decade, yet such efforts are nothing compared to the power of spirit that now
flows on Earth. For these daughters and sons of the stars it is their time. Your
words and your mission will radiate the Earth with Light and you will hardly be able
to contain your joy. We, the Spiritual Hierarchy of this Solar System are combining
our own energies to send your world a powerful spiritual broadcast that will cause
hearts to fill with joy. Know that when the law of purification ends, which is so
necessary to awaken the sleeping, we promise you that you will recover everything
that belongs to you thanks to the victory of the Divine Forces in your midst.
I am Kuthumi and I promise you such things in the name of the Council of the
ascended masters of the central celestial government. So it will be the Light of our

radiant will reign over the earth. Receive all the light from above.
Very lovingly KUTUMI
(viaMargarita Fabian)

